 FORM C: ABDC 2013 JOURNALS LIST REVIEW
 RATING UPGRADE SUBMISSION

 *** PLEASE NOTE THAT: FORM C is designed to formalise requests to the ABDC Journals Review Panel 2013 seeking an upgrade in rating of an academic journal which is currently included and rated in the ABDC 2010 list e.g. seeking to raise a rating from a “B” to an “A” journal. Please complete a separate form relating to each journal for which you wish to make a submission of this type.

 Journal Title: Journal of Accounting & Organizational Change

 QC1. FIELD of RESEARCH (FoR) PANEL to which this request is directed (tick one box only):
 □ 0806 Information Systems
 □ 1401-1499 Economics
 □ 1501 Accounting
 □ 1502 Finance
 □ 1503 Management
 □ 1504-07 Marketing/Tourism/Logistics
 □ 180105/1801025 Business and Taxation Law

 QC2. WHAT ABDC 2013 RATING DO YOU PROPOSE FOR THIS JOURNAL?
 □ A* □ A □ B □ C

 QC3. WHAT ABDC 2010 RATING WAS THIS JOURNAL ASSIGNED?
 □ A* □ A □ B □ C

 QC4. WHAT ERA 2010 RATING WAS THIS JOURNAL ASSIGNED?
 □ A* □ A □ B □ C □ not applicable

 QC5. NOMINATE “THE BEST” COMPARATOR JOURNAL (journal from the ABDC 2010 list that is most similar in research quality):
 The British Accounting Review

 QC6. JOURNAL INFORMATION
 Editor’s Name: Prof Zahirul Hoque Institution: La Trobe University, Melbourne, Australia
 Web Address: www.emeraldinsight.com/jaoc.htm

 NATURE OF SUBMISSION

 QC7. Primary submitter type (tick one box only)
 □ Higher Education Institutional Submission (e.g. formal submission from Business Faculty/School)
 □ Peak Body Submission (e.g. AFAANZ, ANZAM)
 □ Individual Submission

 QC8. Primary submitter: Department of Accounting, Finance and Economics
 Institutional Affiliation: Griffith University

 QC9. Are there other signatories to this submission? □ Yes □ No
 If yes, how many signatories are there (including the primary submitter)?
1. It is an established refereed accounting research journal of international standing that boasts editorial board credentials and reputation equal to or better than accounting research journals currently rated as “B”. Its editorial board members and associate editors span senior professors and leading scholars in the field across the UK, USA, Canada, Australia, the Asian region and more.

2. Its papers published are by both leading young scholars as well as professorial researcher leaders in the field from around the world and the quality of research being published in this journal matches not only ABDC “B” listed accounting journals, but “A” listed accounting journals as well.

3. Comparable journals to JAOC such as: Accounting and the Public Interest; Qualitative Research in Accounting and Management; Accounting in Europe; Accounting Historian Journal; Journal of Public Budgeting, Accounting and Financial Management; Pacific Accounting Review - are all rated as “B” journals on the 2010 ABDC listing.

4. The journal employs a double blind review policy consistent with the best practice of journals ranked of the highest quality.

5. In addition to journal publications, JAOC also organizes biennial global conferences with internationally known keynote speakers, e.g. Professor R.S. Kaplan, Professor Michael Shield, Professor Jan Bebbington, Professor S.D. Sarasvathy (see Appendix C7). This promotion of academic scholarly knowledge combined with the quality of research publications is beyond what are provided by other "B" ranked journals listed in ABDC 2013 list and therefore Journal of Accounting & Organizational Change is worthy of an 'A' ranking status.
The ABDC invites further supplementary and supporting information to be submitted by way of appendices.

QC11. What supplementary information are you supplying (by way of appendices) to support your submission?

The following documents are attached in support of this application (please tick boxes as relevant):

- **Appendix C1**: List of Editorial Board Members
- **Appendix C2**: Description and Scope of Journal
- **Appendix C3**: Recommendations from eminent scholars in the relevant field
- **Appendix C4**: Comparisons with existing rated journals
- **Appendix C5**: Coverage in review articles
- **Appendix C6**: Impact Factors: SSCI or others
- **Appendix C7**: Other supporting documentation
- **Appendix C8**: Signatory Details – in cases where there are more than one signatory to the submission, list all signatory names and their university or relevant affiliations (this appendix should articulate with the answer given to QC9 above).
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The main objective of the journal is to provide a platform for researchers and practitioners from multiple disciplines to disseminate information on organizational and accounting systems change. It commenced its publication since 2005. The journal publishes four issues per year. It was ranked by ERA 2010 B. It is currently ranked C on the ABDC ranking.

**Rigorous Peer Review Process** – The journal operates a double blind peer review process and currently has a rejection rate of 75%.

**Indexed and Abstracted** – The journal is indexed in Scopus (2011 onwards only). It is also abstracted by the following: The British Library, Cabell's Directory, PROQUEST, and EBSCO.

**Ranked** – The journal is ranked on the following ranking indexes: UK ABS (2010) 1, NSD Norway (1).

**Global Dissemination** – The journal is available on the Emerald platform and via Proquest. In 2012 articles from the journal received over 34,000 full text downloads via Emerald alone.

**Established** – The journal is now entering its 9th volume (2013). It hosts the Global Accounting & Organizational Change conference every two years. The previous conferences were held in: a) Melbourne (2008); Boston (2010 by Babson College); Kuala Lumpur (2012 by Sunway University). The next conference will be held in Dubai (2014 by United Arab Emirates University).

**International Authorship** – The journal is international and publishes articles from across the world. In 2012 24% of authors were from Australasia.

**Fast Publication** – Issues are published via Emerald shortly after acceptance, to ensure quick dissemination of the latest of research.

**Convenient Submission Process** - The journal uses Scholar One manuscripts for all article submissions.

**Coverage** – In addition to regular articles and book reviews, it publishes Doctoral Abstracts, which is a unique addition to this journal.

The JAOC editorial board numbers over 80 academics from many countries around the globe, ranging from long established senior scholars to the next generation of leading edge researchers. Prominent academics include Professor Michael Bromwich (London School of Economics, UK), Professor Shahid Ansari (Babson College, USA), Professor Richard Laughlin (Kings College, London), Professor Trevor Hopper (University of Sussex, UK), Professor Wai Fong Chua (University of New South Wales, Australia) Professor Tim Fogarty (Case Western University, USA), Professor Robert Chenhall (Monash University, Australia), Professor Ken
Merchant (University of Southern California, USA), Professor Steven Salterio (Queen's University Business School, Canada), Professor Lee Parker (University of South Australia), Professor James Guthrie (University of Sydney) and Professor Jean-Francois Manzoni (IMD, Switzerland). The Board has a very international flavour, with academics from 17 countries represented. Australia has a very strong influence, with 15 members from a dozen different universities.

All papers submitted to JAOC are subject to double blind refereeing by two referees, and JAOC has a time-lag from paper acceptance to final publication is generally 12 months, and the journal's acceptance rate is currently less than 25% compared with 34% in 2006 and 43% in 2005.

A recent special issue (Vol. 8, Number 4, 2012) was on the Balanced Scorecard to mark the 20th Anniversary of the Balanced Scorecard. Prominent writers, among others, for this special issue include Robert Kaplan, Steve Salterio, Sven Modell, Hanne Norreklit, Falconer Mitchell, Cristiano Busco and Niels Dechow.

**Editor-In-Chief**

Prof Zahirul Hoque, La Trobe University, Melbourne
E-mail: z.hoque@latrobe.edu.au

**Associate Editors**

Prof Manzurul Alam, Murdoch University, Australia
Prof Shahid Ansari, Babson College, Boston, USA
Prof Jane Broadbent, Roehampton University, UK
Prof Trevor Hopper, University of Sussex, UK
Prof Richard Laughlin, Kings College University of London, UK
Dr Jodie Moll, University of Manchester, UK
Appendix C4 Journal of Accounting & Organizational Change (JAOC) Comparisons with existing rated journals

The table shows the title above and below JAOC when the current ABDC list is ordered by Google's H5 index.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year Established</th>
<th>H5-Index</th>
<th>H5-Median</th>
<th>ABDC Ranking</th>
<th>2010 ERA Ranking</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Management Accounting Research</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Accounting Review</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accounting and Business Research</td>
<td>1970</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Accounting Review</td>
<td>1988</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial Accountability &amp; Management</td>
<td>1985</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>A</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Accounting Review</td>
<td>1991</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journal of Accounting &amp; Organizational Change*</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The title is currently listed on Scopus but as Scopus only index the volumes published since acceptance it will not get an SRJ or SNIP factor until October 2013. A number of other B ranked titles on the ABDC are also currently in this position making a Google comparison the most useful to compare like for like.
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Journal of Accounting & Organizational Change

Number 4
20th Anniversary of the balanced scorecard – commentaries
Editor: Zahirul Hoque

455 Access this journal online
456 Editorial advisory board
457 Editor’s note
458 Balancing the scorecard through academic accounting research: opportunity lost?
   Steve Sattler
475 The politics of the balanced scorecard
   Sven Modell
490 The rise of the balanced scorecard! Relevance regained?
   Hanne Nærø, Lennart Nærø, Falcoer Mitchell and Trend Bjørnerak
511 The balanced scorecard: subjects, concept and objects – a commentary
   Niels Dechow
528 The causal relationships between performance drivers and outcomes: reinforcing balanced
   scorecards’ implementation through system dynamics models
   Federico Barrebbi and Cristiano Busco
539 The balanced scorecard: comments on balanced scorecard commentaries
   Robert S. Kauffman
546 Doctoral research abstracts
548 Book review
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Number 3
GAOC 2010 special issue: accounting's role in promoting social change
Guest Editors: Janice Bell and Zahirul Hoque
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248  Editorial advisory board
249  Accounting's role in promoting social change: a guest editorial
     Janice Bell and Zahirul Hoque
257  Institutionalization of accrual accounting in the Indonesian public sector
     Hanun Harun, Karen Van Puersem and Ian Eggleton
266  Management accounting change and sustainability: an institutional approach
     Paulina Arroyo
310  Does governance culture exist and can it be mandated?
     Mindoli Reiss Nilton
340  Financial auditors and environmental matters: drivers of change to current practices
     Christine Chiang and Deryl Northcott
364  The impact of an Integrated Financial System implementation on accounting profiles in a
     public administration: an ethnographic approach
     Catherine Equey Batuli and Bernard Morand
386  The influence of transformational leadership on job satisfaction: the balanced scorecard
     perspective
     Yi-Feng Yang and Majidul Islam
403  Thai public universities: modernisation of accounting practices
     Phetpraisin Upong and Judy Oliver
431  International harmonization and national particularities of accounting: recent accounting
     development in Vietnam
     Nguyen Cong Phuong and Tran Dinh Khoi Nguyen
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Number 1

2 Access this journal online
3 Editorial advisory board
4 Research productivity of accounting academics in changing and challenging times
   Debbie Wills, Gail Ridley and Helena Mitev
26 Cultural impact on the harmonisation of Russian Accounting Standards with the International
   Financial Reporting Standards: a practitioner’s perspective
   Alan Combs, Martin Samy and Anastasia Myachina
50 Management accounting change in an Egyptian organisation: an institutional analysis
   Mayada A. Youssef
74 Shared service centres and management control structure change: exploring the scope and
   limitations of a transaction cost economics approach
   Reinold A. Mimnaar and Ed G.J. Vosselman
99 Doctoral abstracts
102 Ad hoc reviewers 2011-2012
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106 Call for papers
PAPERS GUIDELINES

While the general topic of the conference is on accounting and organizational change, the theme of the 2010 conference is accounting’s role in promoting social change. To explore this theme, empirical and review papers are sought from a variety of theoretical and methodological perspectives. We welcome manuscripts from any emerging and developed economies both in the public and private sectors in the following areas:

• Role of accounting in social entrepreneurship
• Accounting and economic development
• Accounting as a force for social change
• Accounting and accountability in social ventures
• Financial innovation, sub-prime mortgage, and the change in financial regulation
• Governance, accounting, and performance measures adopted by nonprofit organizations
• Management control systems change
• Performance management and the Balanced Scorecard
• Changes in social and environmental accounting, sustainability, and performance reporting
• Accounting change in transitional and developing economies
• Professional ethics, risk, and ethical management
• Public sector reform and accounting change
• Corporate failure and auditing change
• International donor agencies, development economics, and accounting change
• Change in accounting education

These themes are only indicative. Papers outside of these themes with relevance to understanding the role of management control systems in organizational (and social) change are welcome.

All papers will be subject to a double-blind review process. Papers accepted for concurrent sessions also can be designated as submissions to the Journal of Accounting & Organizational Change. Please indicate whether you would like to submit your paper for consideration (a) for conference only or (b) for both conference and publication in JAOC.

Submit your paper via e-mail to:
Professor Jan Bell, Weiner Family Term Chair,
Babson College, Accounting & Law Division,
phone: 781-239-4484, e-mail: gaoc@babson.edu
or
Professor Zahirul Hoque, School of Accounting,
La Trobe University, Victoria 3086, Australia,
Tel.: +61 3 9479 3433, e-mail: jao@latrobe.edu.au

There is no submission fee.
The GAOC network is committed to high-quality research on contemporary issues in organizational and accounting change. It provides a platform for international researchers and practitioners from multiple disciplines to disseminate information on organizational and accounting systems change.

Founded in 2005, JAOC represents a new emphasis on exploring how organizations change, and how the change process affects organizational and social processes. For further details about JAOC, visit http://www.emeraldinsight.com/jaoc.htm.

For more information about the conference, please visit our Web site at http://www.babson.edu/gaoc2010.
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Luksic Hall 304
Babson College
Babson Park, MA  02457-0310
Phone: 781-239-4484
E-mail: jbell@babson.edu

Professor Zahirul Hoque
Conference Co-Chair
School of Accounting
La Trobe University
Bundoora, Victoria 3086, Australia
Telephone: +61 3 9479 3433
Facsimile: +61 3 9479 2356
E-mail: z.hoque@latrobe.edu.au